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With over 20 new paintings Marina M is a contemporary outsider artist whose pop portraits are full
of punk culture and iconic pop and fashion personalities.
Marina M's paintings clearly shows how she is mesmerized by the classic Golden and Silver
Age comics in terms of simple lines, bold colors and fantastic worlds on each panel.
Her paintings are entranced by classic animation from the 1930s to the 1960s, even taking
inspiration from backgrounds of the animated Spider-Man series (particularly the Ralph
Bakshi-directed second and third seasons with the jazzy/psychedelic backgrounds and music).
With a huge body of work you can see the artists influences of great works such as Roy Lichtenstein,
Andy Warhol, Guy Peellaery (especially his Pravda La Servereuse comics),Lupe Vasconcelos,
Marjorie Cameron, and E.C. Horror comics. The artists music interests are glaringly obvious and
is vital to the paintings existence with her art and style with genres ranging from 1950s and
1960s rockabilly/garage rock, seventies punk rock, sixties French yé-yé pop, old school goth and
deathrock, 1940s swing, and old school hardcore punk. Marina M is a huge film lover especially
classic horror movies and posters, cult filmmakers like John Waters, Universal Horror, American
Internation Pictures horror films, giallo films and Hammer Horror. All of which are very dominant
in her works.
Marina M who relates as a contemporary intersectional feminist and is active in transgender
advocacy. Her works are fun, energetic with brightly bold graphic realism and bursts of color
incorporating familiar design patterns of known timeless mysticism and occult like themes. A
comic like sense of drawing ability, accuracy and knowledge transformed into her individual
portraits of a wide range of people who inspire her and who she draws inspiration from. This
is the second Solo exhibition of Marina M and Dollhaus II welcomes such a vibrant talented new
artist to observe mastering her painted portraits.
The Dollhaus started in Williamsburg, Brooklyn at 37 Broadway and was extremely well attended.
Dollhaus ran hard and heavy for 6 years. Finally after the raise of rents and gentrification of this
originally known artists neighborhood and just kicking them all out Dollhaus was forced to travel to
unknown areas to continue operations of showing up and coming unique unusual talented artists.
Here is where Bayonne, New Jersey comes to play WHERE? Seemed like a perfect place to open
DOLLHAUS II.

